Abstract: Without the design for inherent security, the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is vulnerable to prefix/subprefix hijacks and other attacks. Though many BGP security approaches have been proposed to prevent or detect such attacks, the unsatisfactory cost-effectiveness frustrates their deployment. In fact, the currently deployed BGP security infrastructure leaves the chance for potential centralized authority misconfiguration and abuse. It actually becomes the critical yield point that demands the logging and auditing of misbehaviors and attacks in BGP security deployments. We propose a blockchain-based Internet number resource authority and trustworthy management solution, named BGPcoin, to facilitate the transparency of BGP security. BGPcoin provides a reliable origin advertisement source for origin authentication by dispensing resource allocations and revocations compliantly against IP prefix hijacking. We perform and audit resource assignments on the tamper-resistant Ethereum blockchain by means of a set of smart contracts, which also interact as one to provide the trustworthy origin route examination for BGP. Compared with RPKI, BGPcoin yields significant benefits in securing origin advertisement and building a dependable infrastructure for the object repository. We demonstrate it through an Ethereum prototype implementation, and we deploy it and do experiment on a locally-simulated network and an official Ethereum test network respectively. The extensive experiment and evaluation demonstrate the incentives to deploy BGPcoin, and the enhanced security provided by BGPcoin is technically and economically feasible.
Introduction
The current Internet is lacking security, the intended original function of which was to build connectivity between any node. The key reason why the Internet suffers from most kinds of network attacks (MITM attack [1] , prefix hijacks [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , and so on) is the lesser network accountability [7] [8] [9] . Consequently, malicious attackers forge a connection, impersonate the original source and manipulate the flows. Bootstrapping accountability on the Internet is an arduous task, since not only the evolution to the next generation network with built-in security is hard to promote [10] , but also the profits of out-of-band security enhancements are not enough [11] [12] [13] , considering the burdensome and potential security-less management [14] [15] [16] .
One of the most crucial problems is securing inter-domain routing [17] [18] [19] . The BGP security problem has been emphasized by many notable attacks and configuration errors (e.g., [1] [2] [3] ). By examining which Autonomous System (AS) is authorized to originate which IP prefix, origin authentication provides an important step towards securing inter-domain routing [19] [20] [21] . A cryptographic certificate hierarchy, as the current prevalent paradigm for origin authentication, like RPKI [22] and ROVER [23] , signs and attests to the binding of an IP-prefix and its origin AS (including the AS number and public key). The certified attestations for the hierarchical allocation and sub-allocation of IP addresses allow 1. Firstly, the PKI for origin authentication does not have the function of resisting the malicious authorities to delete and overwrite objects they certify arbitrarily. Therefore, it is hard to maintain a consistent vision of information (RCs, ROAs, manifests) in the unsynchronized global view. 2. Recording or monitoring authority behavior by appending logs to alarm about the changes of RPKI is not sufficiently incentivized, and responding to the reported misbehavior takes time and requires manual effort. 3. Realizing the consent of revocation in RPKI requires a complicated and burdened collaboration between RC issuers (to sign) and relying parties (to validate), which may lead to a passive application to RPKI.
As another solution to extricate ISPs from IP hijackings or take downs, several existing data governance alternatives for routing security [25] have been examined for shortcomings. As we debate, current solutions cannot give an efficient and reliable solution.
Security and Function Requirements
A simple and secure solution to record and audit the Internet number resource allocation and validate BGP origin route attestation is needed, and it should meet the following demands:
• The infrastructure gives the global consistency of all allocation and updating of the resource to defend against the mirror world attack by presenting different misleading versions of the ownership directory.
• The attestation for auditing is tamper-resistant to avoid authority derecognition after resource delegation.
• An involved mechanism like the consent of revocation must avoid the delegator unilaterally withdrawing its delegations and ensure a consonant resource revocation.
• The solution must be cost-effective and easy to deploy for all involved parties. It requires no expensive introduction of new infrastructure or replacement of existing infrastructure.
Contribution
For the inherently error-prone and unsecure Internet, the blockchain is an outstanding candidate for reliable and trustworthy infrastructure [26] , supporting security architectures [25, 27] . We propose BGPcoin, a blockchain-based Internet number resource authority and trustworthy management solution that meets all the above security and functional requirements. BGPcoin maintains a set of smart contracts to compel every involved authority to operate the compliant Internet number resource transaction (including resource assignments and revocations under the consents). Therefore, BGPcoin primarily excludes the entity misbehaviors and misconfigurations that violate the contract. It records resource assignments and authorizations in an append-only and tamper-resistant way on the decentralized blockchain infrastructure where reversing and overwriting the resource transactions is forbidden. As a result, BGPcoin maintains a consistent view of information to avoid a mirror world attack like in RPKI. Moreover, BGPcoin requires neither online cryptography during routing, nor any modification to the BGP message formats. By tracing the usufructs of resource assets, which are changing continuously, the BGP routers match the source in origin advertisements, then detect and discard prefix hijacks. The natural financial incentives of the permission blockchain like Ethereum and the transaction framework for all parties involved provide an easy way to deploy the solution. Our contributions are as follows:
• We design BGPcoin, a blockchain-based Internet number resource management system, which contributes not only a tamper-resilience and transparent Internet routing registry, but also an origin repository and governance infrastructure for BGP security.
• We propose a lightweight and efficient origin authentication framework around the blockchain for BGP security, which has superior security resilience and is more easy and lightweight to deploy than the PKI-based origin attestation solutions.
• We implement a prototype in Ethereum, deploying it not only on a private blockchain, but also on an official Ethereum testnet. We evaluate the performance and scalability of BGPcoin in practice, and the result demonstrates that it has very reasonable computational requirements.
Organization
We firstly present the adversary model and several property requirements of our BGPcoin in Section 3. Section 4 presents the basic design of BGPcoin including not only the components of the system and the roles in it, but also the functions and basic resource operations. Our proposed BGP security architecture with BGPcoin is shown in Section 5. To evaluate the proposal, we explore it by an in-depth theoretical analysis with the RPKI in Section 6 and an implementation with the extensive simulation and details in Section 7. Section 8 presents related work.
Background
RPKI. RPKI (Resource PKI) is an Internet infrastructure resource management system implemented by IANA and deployed experimentally to support inter-domain routing security [19] . It is used to issue certificates and verify the validity of routing announcements. The management system uses the X.509 public key certificate framework to issue Certification Authority (CA) certificates for Internet number resources (including IP address and AS number) and binds the number resources to its public key. Then, the CA certificate is used to issue the End Entity (EE) certificate for the terminal entity. When an IP address resource holder (a CA certificate holder in the RPKI system) needs to authorize an AS to advertise route reachability information for its specific IP address prefix, the IP address resource holder issues an EE certificate with the private key corresponding to the CA certificate. Then, the IP address resource holder signs a Route Origin Attestation (ROA) that binds its IP addresses to the AS number, with the private key corresponding to the EE certificate. RPKI validators verify the ROA to determine whether an AS is authorized by the holder of an IP address resource to advertise routing information corresponding to the IP address prefix.
In general, RPKI reflects the administrative hierarchy currently for allocating the Internet Number Resource (i.e., IP address and AS number). As the root, the Internet Assigned Number Authority (IANA) distributes resources to regional Internet registries (RIRs). All five RIRs, as the administrative authorities, allocate and assign the globally unique identifiers (IP address numbers and ASNs), all the way to Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Accompanied by X.509 certificates, RPKI forms a top-down chain of trust. Each CA has a respective RPKI repository publication point, which publishes these certificates and authorities. Supported by such distributed repositories from all the CAs, Relying Parties (RPs) retrieve and validate an attestation or authority.
While the highly centralized structure of the RPKI provides security guarantees against external threats, e.g., prefix hijacking, it may introduce new attack vectors exposed by the internal vulnerabilities. Since RPKI allows authorities for the unilateral revocation of allocated resources, they are able to revoke the ownership of a set of IP addresses and then effectively isolate the devices that have been using these IP addresses from any access to the Internet. Moreover, an authority can create some "mirror worlds" by presenting different misleading versions of the ownership directory.
Blockchain-based distributed ledgers technology and smart contract: The concept of a blockchain was first introduced with Bitcoin, which was designed to be a globally consistent, append-only ledger of financial transactions [26] . The solution for Internet number resource management in this paper relies on Ethereum, a public and permissionless blockchain-based distributed ledger platform with an open source virtual machine named EVM [28] . In EVM, every user holds a blockchain address that acts as a public user identity and uses the corresponding private key to sign his or her transactions. After the transactions are submitted to the blockchain, the miners examine their validity as organized as a block and chain to the blockchain transitively using a cryptographic hash function. The verification (mining) process is based on the consensus paradigm in which miners compete for the right to append the transaction block to the blockchain, and the winner is rewarded with a certain amount of coins plus the transaction fees included in the block. In this way, a public (permissionless) blockchain like Ethereum realizes a distributed, irreversible and irrefutable database of transactions that can be accessed/managed by users that do not trust each other and without a common trusted third party.
Ethereum's currency is used not only for ordinary transactions, but also to activate executable code that manipulates the blockchain state. Code is organized as Ethereum contracts and their Ethereum addresses. They are user-defined applications and enforced to run exactly and automatically as programed by the consensus protocol of Ethereum [29] . The language defined in Ethereum is Turing-complete, allowing arbitrary computation in the blockchain. To prevent malicious code from wasting computational resources, message senders must pay additional fees called gas that recompense miners for their storage and computational costs.
Desired Properties and Adversary Model
Adopting any security mechanism for inter-domain routing should comply with the natural prerequisite that it should never undermine the routing system or worsen the security of the BGP system itself. Taking them into consideration, our system should address at least the following properties:
• Transparency and auditability: The states of all the Internet resources are unambiguous and accessible for all inter-domain routers and any auditors.
• Timeness: This security enhancement should have an acceptable performance and scalability to maintain the accountable resource mapping objects up-to-date.
• Security: The system is resilient to tamper attacks from manipulators.
• Incremental deployment: The system must provide substantial benefit even with limited adoption.
Adversary Model
The target of the adversaries in our model is prefix/subprefix hijacking. That means a network operator that has not been authorized to originate a prefix announces in the BGP route massage that the prefix is bound to its own AS number (ASN), and this false route origination is legitimized successfully and accepted by the BGP system. We define the external attackers and the internal attackers toward BGP routes and the BGPcoin system, respectively. An external attacker takes an action like (1) directly fabricating/falsifying the BGP routing update massage to present himself/herself as the owner of a prefix and (2) attacking the consensus protocol of the BGPcoin blockchain infrastructure to alter the processing of the resource transactions. An internal attacker is additionally able to (3) hold an authority address and deny or send resource transactions.
Design of BGPcoin: Roles, Components and Functions
BGPcoin is a system hosted with the Ethereum blockchain to extend the BGP security architecture. The system is controlled by a set of smart contracts that allows entities to manage its Internet number resource (Internet address and autonomous system number) and give a reliable origin advertisement source for BGP security.
BGPcoin has five types of participants:
1. The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) as the base authority who builds the BGPcoin_base contract; 2. Regional Internet registries as the allocator of two types of resources (IP addresses and ASNs) 3. National/local Internet registries as the allocatee and leaser to assign the resources to autonomous systems 4. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) as the leasees of the resources who have the right to publish the ROA binding their IP address resource and ASN resource 5. All other entities, i.e, the border gateway routers as the client to retrieve the ROA records and any volunteer as the anomalous detector and checker.
The contracts of BGPcoin contain several primary functions:
• Resource trading: The resource management for BGP security is implemented by operating eight BGPcoin resource trading functions, register, allocate, assign, update and revoke for IP address resource and register, allocate and update for the ASN resource.
• Aggregated Internet address repositing and updating: To store efficiently in a way that compresses the number of resource entries on the blockchain, BGPcoin aggregates the continuous IP-prefixes with the same owner, the same tenant (in the case of leasing them) and the same state.
• Resource searching: The client of BGPcoin accomplishes every IP validation by operating the resource search on the blockchain. The IP ownership record is displayed by the newest operation log in the latest transaction about the corresponding IP address resource.
BGPcoin has four types of trading operations for the Internet Address resource and three types of trading operations for AS numbers resource, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 1 . We note that an IP address resource assignment refers to an established lease with a valid period. The owners of certain resources are in charge of updating resource states after their expiration date. An IP revocation operated by its owner during its leasing period is only permitted if the resource leasee's consent is attached. 
BGPcoin Resource Register and Trading
The IP address resource and ASN resource become valid after their registration and then are traced according to their trading records. ASN is a general name asset with the general register and transfer operations in its state period, like the name asset in other blockchain-based naming systems. An AS resource is modeled as:
where a is the ASN, and once a RIR rir registers it, this AS resource <a, rir, rir, 0, 0> will be added to the BGPcoin storage. Then, rir could allocate this resource to a NIR/LIR/ISP ow with a valid period vpd, and the state is changed to <a, rir, ow, st, vpd>, where st is the present time. Once the resource is out of the expiration date, the owner could pay an amount of rent and update the period of validity by sending an ASNupdate transaction to the BGPcoin contract.
In the BGPcoin contract, we design five states for the IP address resource: Unregistered, Registered, Allocated, Assigned, Binded . The state machine model for the IP address resource, as shown in Figure 2 , defines the state transfer rules once some operation is related to the IP address resource. We model an IP address resource as:
where the IP prefix π has four layers of possessors: two authorities RIR and N IR, one owner and one leasee. The state changes in the state machine according to what kind of transaction happens with the IP prefix, as shown in Algorithm 1. Firstly, IANA registers an IP prefix π to one of five RIRs rir, and the state of this IP address resource is < π, Registered, rir, 0, rir, 0 >. Then, rir allocates this IP address resource to am NIR nir, and the state changed is < π, Allocated, rir, nir, nir, 0 >. The nir continues to allocate to an LIR lir, as in the state < π, Allocated, rir, nir, lir, 0 >. The end user eu requests the usufruct of this IP address resource from the owner lir, and the state is changed to < π, Assigned, rir, nir, lir, eu >. Once the end user places this IP address resource in service for its one AS, then the state is < π, Bound, rir, nir, lir, eu >, and an ROA (π; a) is added to the BGPcoin storage, where a is the ASN hold by the end user eu.
Algorithm 1:
IPregister function in the BGPcoin_base contract.
Input: BGPcoin contract address base_addr, IP asset structure BGPcoin_IPchain that is stored in the BGPcoin contract, _IPS that IANA are going to register with the prefix length _pre f ixlen and RIR that is the regional Internet registry that registers it. Trading principle: As we all know, RIRs have the responsibility of "conservation", which means that their address space needs to be allocated according to the actual usage requirements. Each level of IP address space requirements of the network hierarchy enables the optimal allocation of address space to meet IP address capacity requirements adequately while minimizing the waste of address space. In addition to capacity requirements, efficient allocation practices are also critical to maximizing route aggregation to reduce routing protocol traffic and routing table overhead [30] . Fortunately, the design of BGPcoin follows the "conservation" principle. By increasing the IP division cost in IPallocate/IPassign operations when separating smaller IP blocks from a higher-level IP block, BGPcoin just maintains the principle of retaining large unallocated address space blocks as available for alternative larger allocation requests. Assume that a higher-level IP block with its IP prefix as when the owner allocates/assigns π to one entity from his/her IP block π; the operation cost according to the IP space difference is shown in Figure 3 . The row-coordinate is the IP space difference, represented by len π − len π , and the y-coordinate is the transaction gas of the corresponding trading operation. As Figure 3 shows, the transaction cost is linear with the IP space difference. Therefore, the allocators take the financial cost of allocating/assigning into consideration, as well, and persist with the allocating principal.
and its sub-prefix: 
BGPcoin Resource Revocation
In BGPcoin, every ASN resource has its valid period. Once expired, ASN will be recalled back to its RIR, and the holdership in the ASNData becomes invalid. If the holder intends to renew the holdership, he/she pays an amount of fee offline and then requests RIR to send an ASNupdate transaction to renew the valid period.
As for IP address space, BGPcoin has a consent-based revocation to help revoke IP address space bilaterally. Our method corrects the power imbalance in RPKI, which actually allows an authority to revoke an IP address space that has been issued to its descendant unilaterally. Every IP address resource has a consent list to indicate each layer's possessor's consent to recall the resource to higher possessors, i.e., an IP address resource is modeled as:
< π, state, RIR, N IR, owner, leasee, consent_vector > To indicate its consent to have its resource taken away, a possessor sets its consent flag in the resource. If one of the possessor wants to revoke the IP address resource, it needs all the consents from these resource's lower possessors. If one consent is refused, this indicates that there is an argument between the revoker and the consent refuser, and BGPcoin raises an alarm and reminds the related possessors to inspect the situation out-of-band.
BGPcoin Architecture for BGP Security
We firstly design and implement a set of smart contracts that dictate the protocol of the system and act as the interface to the blockchain-based resource management. Secondly, we implement the client that interacts with the smart contracts to trade the Internet number resource and retrieve the resource records.
We give a view of processing architecture around the BGPcoin contracts in Figure 4 , and the set of smart contracts in our system consists of four sub-contracts:
• BGPcoin_base: This contract is a base contract that IANA is in charge ofregistering IP address resources and allocating to xIRs. It also allows RIRs to register ASN resources.
• BGPcoin_client: IANA builds this contract to provide the operating interface for xIRs allocating IP address resources to its sub-xIRs, then to ISPs and allocating ASN resources to its sub-xIRs or ISPs; for ISPs for allocating IP address resources to its sub-ISPs.
• BGPcoin_ROAserver: IANA builds this contract to provide the operating interface for IPblock holders assigning their IPblock resource to their own ASes.
• BGPcoin_checker: This contract not only serves for all kinds of resource state searching, but also provides an incentive auditing mechanism to report anomalies like policy violation. BGPcoin records the resource assignments and authorizations in the form of transactions on the Ethereum blockchain [31] . A corresponding distributed ledger is created and maintained through a network consensus for tracing the state of a resource asset (its ownership and usufruct). Apparently, each resource asset is solely owned or leased on the ledger.
Bootstrap setting: Every operator with its Ethereum account address that owns the Internet number resource in BGPcoin is mapped from a real administrative authority of the Internet. Before IANA establishes the BGPcoin system, all the legitimate resource authority organizations should be mapped to their Ethereum account addresses. All the participating organizations (IANA, xIRs and ISPs) authorize their own Ethereum account, which is collected as a signed profile and publicized by IANA.
As a result, one transaction between two Ethereum accounts, as an attestation, shows a resource allocation from its present owner (like RIR) to its next owner (like NIR) or a resource assignment from its owner (like LIR) to the leasee (i.e., ISP). After BGPcoin is launched, any change of the Ethereum account address for a resource authority is still allowed. Once a resource authority has changed its Ethereum account in the case that the account's private key has been stolen, several transactions are submitted to transferall its resource from its former account to its new account. In this way, the resource authority has a new account representing itself, and the safety of its resource is guaranteed.
BGPcoin_Client
Every resource authority organization maintains a client with an Ethereum address to interact with the BGPcoin_Client smart contract to make operations on its own resource. The use right of a resource can be transferred from its RIR to an LIR and then be lent to some ISP for the use of binding with ASN. Every legal transfer operation triggers an event record on the blockchain.
Owing to the aggregated Internet address repositing and updating function in BGPcoin, these IP addresses that are contiguous and have the same owner and the same status compose a whole IP block with one IP prefix representing the smart contracts. As Algorithm 2 demonstrates, if the owner of this IP block allocates a part of IP addresses to its sub-xIR authority, it firstly divides the IP block into several smaller IP blocks and then allocates one of them to the sub-xIR.
Path_end advertisement: We support path_end record and filtering in BGPcoin by adding a list of approved adjacent ASes for every AS in the ASlist (the list we define for every AS to store its adjacent ASes)in BGPcoin. An AS's owner can update or delete the path_end records of its AS by sending adjASupdate or adjASdelete transactions to the BGPcoin_Client contract. Path_end advertisement helps one AS protect its valid last AS hop on the advertised BGP path. Therefore, the attacker cannot claim to be directly connected to the victim origin AS. Consequently, the path the attacker announces to a victim origin AS to his neighbors has a length of 2 at least. 
BGPcoin_ROAServer
We design a sub-contract to register and audit the binding from the ASN to the IP block for their owner. Every resource user maintains an Ethereum client for the contract, whose AS resource and IP address resource have been announced by the BGPcoin_Client contract. A legal binding operation changes the state of the IP address resource from "assigned" to "bound" and adds an ROA to the ROAServer contract. ROASever checks the operation validity according to the usufruct of resources and then updates the ROA repository.
Route origin advertisement.
A valid ROA has the structure:
(< π, stime, vperiod >; a) which means the AS a originates the IP block π in the time period from stime to stime + vperiod. A valid ROA represents that the bound IP block is leased to the AS owner and had not been bound before. Otherwise, the binding operation fails, and the corresponding ROA would not be generated. This approach to submitting and recording ROAs gives a simple and clear way to publish and attest to the route origin data. Compared with the method of downloading the validated ROAs from RPs in RPKI, ours allows an edge router to directly request IP address resource bindings from the Ethereum client in its own AS. Besides, the Multiple Origin Autonomous System (MOAS) conflicts never appear in BGPcoin.
Aggregated ROA or minimal ROAs? Aggregation of prefix information reduces the number of entries BGP has to carry and store. Sometimes, for traffic engineering, an AS announces subprefixes of its larger prefix, which is called de-aggregation. We avoid simply exploiting the harmful maxlength attribute in RPKI [32] , which was originally designed for de-aggregation in ROAs. According to the longest-prefix-match principal, a forged-origin subprefix hijack is able to act successfully by de-aggregating a subprefix from a valid ROA with its maxlength attribute and trigger a misleading BGP route update. Moreover, BGPcoin supports the "compressing minimal ROAs". By realizing three origin advertisement/authentication modes, we deal with the three different types of origin advertisement situations and forbid the subprefix hijack. For a valid ROA (π; a), where π = (IP π , len π ), 2 i . The a's owner adds the ROA (π; a) by sending an addAggrROA transaction to the address of the BGPcoin_ROAServer contract, who adds ROA (π; a) to the BGPcoin storage and then changes the prefixlimit of IP π to len π , which means:
2. Minimal ROA mode: If only ROA (π; a) and some of its subROA (π ; a) are valid, where π ⊂ π, the a's owner adds (π; a) as usual, and then, it sends an addMinROA transaction of (π ; a), which adds ROA (π ; a) to the BGPcoin storage, and then changes the prefixlimit of IP π to len π , and the default nonexistence flag is false, which means:
BGPcoin_IPchain.keys[IP π ].deleted = f alse; BGPcoin would record those minimal ROAs in compressing minimal ROA mode and compress it in one ROA. According to the basic classified modes, every ROA could be recorded in one of them or in a mixed mode.
BGPcoin_Checker
Origin authentication: To achieve the origin authentication, every AS maintains a BGPcoin cache-client to cache the ROAs it learns from the blockchain. Different from the RPKI that downloads the validated ROAs from RPs, BGPcoin allows the border router to request ROA mappings from the cache-client in its own AS directly. There is two ways to update the cache:
1. The cache client follows and syncs all the state transfer events related to ROAs that are derived from the increasing BGPcoin transaction event logs on the blockchain, to its current cache. The local cache, that is constructed like in RPKI, is pushed periodically to all border routers for origin authentication. 2. When a border router covering ROA queries a pair of IP prefixes and its claim to be the origin AS according to a new BGP update massage it receives, the cache client sends a SearchROA transaction to the BGPcoin_Checker contract to retrieve a corresponding ROA.
We model simplistically a BGP route as an IP prefix π and an origin AS a. A BGPcoin cache-client has a local cache of the complete set of valid ROAs, which are used to classify each route (π; a) learned in BGP update massages into one of three route validation states:
• Valid: A route (π; a) is valid if there exists a matching ROA, which meets three requirements:
(1) a matching origin AS a; (2) a prefix P that covers prefix π; and (3) according to the three ROA modes, one of the conditions should be satisfied: (a) if there exists a specified maxlength, then it is no shorter than the length of π; (b) else, if the prefix P exists in BGPcoin_IPchain.IPB, then the prefix π should exist in BGPcoin_IPchain.keys; (c) else, if the prefix P has been divided into subprefixes, then the prefix π should be in BGPcoin_IPchain.IPB.
• Unknown: (π; a) is unknown if one of the conditions below happens: (1) the prefix π or the AS a has not been registered in BGPcoin; (2) the prefix π has been allocated or assigned to the AS a's owner, and there is no valid covering ROA that contains a bound prefix that covers π.
• Invalid: (π; a) is invalid if neither of the conditions required in the valid validation state and unknown validation state are satisfied.
Path_end authentication:
The cache-client periodically syncs records of adjacent ASes from the ASlist storage in BGPcoin and pushes the resulting AS relation white list to BGP routers. Through checking from which ASes an origin AS can be reached, routers discard BGP advertisements on whose advertised path the end hop AS before the origin AS does not appear in the list specified by the origin AS. This filter enables BGPcoin to eliminate not only prefix/subprefix hijackings, but also next-hop AS attacks.
The BGPcoin_Checker contract not only serves for the border gateway routers and their cache-client to retrieve the ROA records and the adjacent AS information, but also incentives any volunteer as the detector towards the anomalies of BGPcoin. In other words, anyone is allowed to send a query transaction to check the ROA records, and if he/she discovers some anomaly in ROA records, he/she can report it to this contract and get a reward.
Checker incentivization: Network operators and registries have few incentives to remove obsolete registry objects like expired ASNs and ROAs. Though it has no effect of enlarging the attack surface toward the BGP routing, the increasing volumes make the resource searching execution cost more gas. Furthermore, it frustrates the initiative of the autonomous domain to deploy BGPcoin. Therefore, BGPcoin considers an incentive checking mechanism to encourage any auditors reporting the obsolete objects and potential inconsistent ROA caused by the situation that the bound AS is updated by changing its owner, but the owner of the bound IP block is not changed in-step.
We follow the report-and-reward design in [33] . The BGPcoin contracts help every AS resource and every ROA maintain its own balance used for escrow funds and to provide rewards. The balance for punishing each authority inaction helps ensure the availability of such resources. To simplify the exposition, the auditors get a reward if they rightly:
• check and delete the expired ASNs and ROAs according to the valid period.
• report the inconsistency between AS and the IP block in ROAs.
By playing this game and reducing the financial loss, the participating network operators and registries restrain themselves and operate compliantly in BGPcoin.
BGPcoin Infrastructure
RPKI requires CAs to sign Resource Certificates (RCs) and Route Origin Attestations (ROAs), the distributed repositories to store those certificates and attestations and the Rely Parties (RPs) to verify the ROAs. Since the permissionless blockchain has provided a complete platform to store/compute/trade and then enable a rapid deployment of any application, BGPcoin only relies on this platform as its infrastructure. Specifically, BGPcoin is supported by the EVM to compute and the Ethereum blockchain to store and the consensus protocol and the incentivized miners to verify and approve the transactions. Compared with the RPKI, BGPcoin need not build an exclusive infrastructure.
Blockchain vs. repository: In RPKI, every RIR maintains a repository to store the cryptographic RPKI objects for the resource under its governance. Since the RPKI repository is managed without supervision, a malicious authority is able to launch a mirror world attack [24] in which it presents one view of its RPKI repository to some RPs and a different view to others. In contrast, Ethereum blockchain provides an append-only and tamper-resistant ledger, which enables anyone to retrace the history of transactions, and so every transaction is non-reputable. In this way, BGPcoin maintains the global consistent view of information and eliminates the mirror world attack.
BGPcoin miner vs. relying party: In RPKI, Relying Parties (RPs) play the role of trust anchors with three functions for BGP border routers: (1) through the sync protocol [34] , they collect the RPKI objects from the distributed RPKI repositories; (2) by using a validation tool, they verify cryptographically ROAs; (3) at the end, RPs push origin validation results to the BGP border routers for routing decisions. In this case, only if the RPs are honest and trustworthy, the validation results can be ensured to be reliable.
In BGPcoin, the smart contracts have defined the restriction logic to issue an ROA. Only if a transaction to issue the ROA meets the restriction, the ROA will be appended to the blockchain. Once an ROA_add transaction is submitted to issue an ROA, the miners compete to verify and confirm the transaction for the fee. Any cheating of one miner leads to its potential bookkeeping rights being lost. Without the RPs, BGPcoin allows a BGP border router to use the Ethereum client in its own AS to directly request ROAs from the blockchain.
BGPcoin Transaction vs. RC/ROA in RPKI
BGPcoin and RPKI both provide their trustworthy binding methods to authorize AS to originate the prefixes in BGP against prefix/subprefix hijacks. The binding methods are supported by their crucial data structures (RCs and ROAs in RPKI and transaction in BGPcoin, respectively). We compare the transaction in BGPcoin with the objects including RCs and ROAs in RPKI and observe that BGPcoin yields significant benefits on three characteristics, as shown in Table 2 . In RPKI, malicious CAs that pose great threats and misconfigurations [12] need attention as well. We give a case study to demonstrate how BGPcoin eliminates the risks that have been highlighted [16, 24, 32] in RPKI efficiently. We show in Figure 5 that RPKI suffers from unilateral resource revocation and inconsistency view attacks, manipulating to whack targeted ROAs, and misconfigured ROAs will cause all routes that covered it to become invalid. We set the ROA3 as the target ROA in Figure 5 . In the framework of RPKI, every entity has its resource certificates, and every ROA is issued by an EE certificate (which is for an end entity and not allowed to issue its child certificate). The malicious authorities have the ability to do attacks as follows:
1. Unilateral revoke: ISP2can simply add the EE certificate in the ROA3 to its certificate revocation list, to make the target ROA ROA3 invalid. 2. Stealthy deleting: APN IC, as the RIR, can stealthily delete or corrupt ROA3 or the entity certificate for 218.241.108.0/22 in its repository and changes its manifest appropriately. In this case, RPs will accept and update the change, and ROA3 will be absent. 3. Overwriting: ISP2 overwrites the EE certificate for 218.241.108.0/22 with a different key, so ROA3 is no longer signed by the new key and becomes invalid. 4. Targeted whacking: A more complex targeted whacking can be launched by CNN IC, as a NIR, , which modifies the RC of ISP2and issues a new ROA3 that covers 218.241.96.0/20, but with a new ASN AS3. Then, the former ROA3 becomes invalid since no RC covers it, and AS1 is no longer the bound AS who legally originates 218.241.96.0/20. As collateral damage, ROA1 becomes invalid as well.
In contrast, the characteristics of history-based trustworthiness, autonomic transaction audit and explicit resource ownership enables BGPcoin to minimize the capability of authorities to eliminate the risk of misconfiguration and misbehaving above.
History-based trustworthiness: The transparency is a critical property to avoid the authority misbehaving. Supporting the transparency in RPKI requires an additional logging mechanism [24] . In contrast, the history-based trustworthiness of BGPcoin supported by the blockchain presents its inherent transparency provided by the type of sequence-appending hash-chained data structure.
Inherent transaction audit:
The miner verification and the process logic of smart contracts of BGPcoin provide the inherent transaction audit and eradicates the violation of the contract like the authority misbehaviors and misconfigurations. The immutable ledger of BGPcoin blockchain guarantees that once a resource transaction is successfully validated by miners, it is impossible to reverse or overwrite it, and the consent in BGPcoin precludes the unilateral revoke.
Explicit resource holdership/ownership: In BGPcoin, a transaction displays an operation of resource allocation or assignment with its inherent authorization. Apparently, it establishes the explicit resource ownership of the transaction receiver and eliminates the circular dependency [12] in allocating or assigning a resource. 
Implementation and Deployment
We have implemented a working prototype of BGPcoin and made it publicly available (https: //github.com/Qianqianxing/BGPcoin-master). We implement the smart contracts in Solidity (http: //solidity.readthedocs.io), a high-level Ethereum language that resembles JavaScript for writing smart contracts that are compiled to EVM code. We demonstrate the extensive experiment on a local simulated Ethereum network with a private blockchain and a development environment web (https://github.com/ethereum/web3.py) interacting with it. Moreover, we deploy our contracts on the official Ethereum Ropsten (https://ropsten.etherscan.io/) test network with a secure, reliable and scalable access to Ethereum, named infrura (https://infura.io/).
Overview
The prototype consists of a set of smart contracts that perform all typical operations for the Internet resource and a client written in Python to interact with the smart contracts deployed in the Ethereum blockchain.
Methodology: We firstly reproduce the process of the Internet number allocating and assigning on our experiment BGPcoin blockchain as the setup phase. We collect the real resource delegations (IP addresses and ASNs) from IANA to RIRs, RIRs to NIRs, NIRs to ISPs. Before the deployment of BGPcoin on the blockchain, we generate an Ethereum address and the corresponding private key for every entity. Then, we map the resource delegations in the real world to three kinds of transactions, IPregister, IPallocate and IPassign, that the resource delegators send to the delegatees. We also collect the mappings from the IP prefix to ASN from the public available source and give a addROA demonstration of some mappings to evaluate the cost. After the setup phase, BGPcoin is able to serve as a resource query system. Data: We collect the ASN and IP block registers and allocations from the public archives RIPE RIS [35] and the other four RIR datasets (ftp.arin.net/pub/stats/, ftp.afrinic.net/pub/stats, ftp.apnic. net/pub/stats/, ftp.lacnic.net/pub/stats). Since the RPKI currently only overs less than 10% mappings from AS to IP in its ROAs, we collect the compatible IP-ASN-mappings information from a service (http://www.team-cymru.com/IP-ASN-mapping.html) dedicated to mapping IP numbers to BGP prefixes and ASNs.
The distribution of the registered, allocated and assigned IP numbers deployed in BGPcoin is shown in Figure 6a . The left pie chart shows the IP prefixes' distribution where most of the IP blocks that the RIRs register are of the prefix length of eight, except the IP numbers near 193.0.0.0, where the registered IP block has the prefix length of 24. The right pie chart shows the allocated or assigned IP prefixes' distribution in five RIRs, where we observe that a few IP numbers have not been allocated or assigned. The IP numbers held by ASes and the number of ROAs bound with ASes are shown in Figure 6b . Most of the ASes (>2 12 ) only hold one ROA, and there exists some AS that hold more than 2 10 ROAs and more than 2 25 IP numbers covered in its ROAs. 
Experiments on a Simulated Network
To demonstrate the scalability and performance of our design, we first construct a simulated Ethereum network locally, which is much like the real Ethereum environment initialized with the default configuration except for that the mining difficulty is set lower than the real Ethereum environment for processing the experiment quickly. This allows us to focus on the performance of the search part on smart contract, irrespective of the time-consuming mining process and complex network circumstances (e.g., broadcast latency, transaction mining delay) in Ethereum. We set up BGPcoin by importing the IP register and allocation information to the blockchain.
Results: To illustrate the impact of the mining process on the efficiency, we record the block number of each transaction generated in our setup phase and the corresponding gas usage, as shown in Figure 7 . Since we experiment with the setup phase in parts at several different times, we only show one part of our blockchain data as a sample. The average block time for mining is 25 s, and the number of blocks containing transactions is more than 8000, resulting in nearly six days to complete the entire setup phase. This again explains why the time cost of setup is dominated by the smart contract, instead of the data owner, like in existing centralized search schemes.
We are faced with a difficult problem to accelerate further the processing of our setup phase. The resource transaction needs to be reproduced in chronological order. For example, an IP prefix 45.0.0.0/8 has to be registered by IANA and allocated to ARIN firstly, and then, ARIN delegates 45.5.212.0/22 to Brazil. Therefore, these transactions with the inter-dependence and a strict chronological order lead to the less concurrency of the setup phase of BGPcoin. In our analysis, this is the other reason why the reproducing took such a long time. However, if we sent one transaction after the time the previous transaction had been confirmed, it would contain only one transaction in a block since the confirm unit on the blockchain is one block. Therefore, we still try to send 10-30 transactions at one time to ensure the current block to assemble as much transactions within the block limit. The transactions that have not been recorded in the current block wait to be confirmed in the next block. Moreover, we periodically collect the failed transactions that may have inconsistency and conflict with the current state of the traded resource and resend them later. We notice the current gas limit of the real Ethereum has become 7,992,222 gases, which increases 70% the gas limit at the time when we performed the BGPcoin experiment. Every block has a larger capacity to contain more transactions if we reperform the experiment now.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the performance of executing the two most expensive operations, IP register and IP allocate in Figure 8 . We experiment with the cost performance on more than 70,000 transactions reporting the real-world allocations and assignments of IP numbers. From the top row of the subfigures, we can tell that the allocation of IP numbers from an aggregated IP block costs far more than the cost of registering an IP block for an entity. We observe from the middle row figures that the highest cost of an IP allocate operation is linear with the prefix length of the operated IP block, which just conforms with the principal illustrated in Figure 3 . Obviously, we can infer that the highest cost of allocating an IP prefix is from the biggest IP block that covers it (i.e., with the shortest prefix length of eight). 
Experiments on an Official Test Network
To show the practicability of our scheme, we deploy the official Ethereum test network Ropsten that mimics the real production network. Due to the limited balance, we only conduct experiments on the smallest database. Our contract addresses of BGPcoin_base, BGPcoin_client and BGPcoin_checker in Ropsten are:
• 0xb23e182afb61096e51d9c5d22dcb9966c745b0c9. • 0xa9fcbaeb1a113e7b894eb57df8b25a674d635aad. • 0xf5b285e3c7aea8f67c100b8ac036fda022dd52a5.
Results:
We estimated the cost of creating the BGPcoin contract and each type of BGPcoin transaction, including the approximate computational steps in Ethereum's gas and the approximate costs in U.S. dollars in Table 3 . Note that in September 2018, 1 ether = $289.15 and 1 gas = 1.8 × 10 −8 ether (https://ethstats.net/, https://coinmarketcap.com/), and compared with the paid service provided by the current Internet resource management, the cost of BGPcoin is relatively low. Moreover, the participating organization motivates the mining and validation of transactions by increasing the fees on demand. Scalability analysis: According to the seven-day BGP profile from 28 August 2018 00:00-3 September 2018 23:59 [36] , although the recent peak prefix update rate per second is 1818 at 19:36:30 Wednesday, 29 August 2018, we observe that the average prefix updates per second is only 5.60. Considering Ethereum has 7-15 transactions per second (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethereum) and, moreover, advanced consensuses (https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/225) are in progress to promote Ethereum's throughputs to thousands of transactions per second, it is viable to have BGPcoin have 5 tran/s of throughput for BGP advertisement on average. We believe BGPcoin poses a feasible and credible BGP security solution, and an extensive experiment for the global deployment of BGPcoin has been conducted to further measure the practical scalability.
Related Works
Namecoin [37] was the first system to build a decentralized naming system, i.e., an alternate DNS-like system that replaces DNS root servers with a blockchain for mapping domain names to DNS records. As proposed as a decentralized PKI service on top of Namecoin, Blackstack [38] facilitates Internet-scale decentralized naming systems. Since an asset in them is indivisible to a set of small assets, but the IP address asset needs to be aggregated or divided, neither of them is able to handle the flexible mapping of the IP address.
Internet blockchain [27] firstly introduced the blockchain to the trustworthy management for the Internet control plane. Xing [39] and Paillisse [40] took a similar way to build secure IP prefix allocation and delegation. However, there is still a lack of a complete BGP security framework solution with the blockchain including the route origin advertisement and authentication around the blockchain.
Conclusions
In this work, we introduced a novel Internet resource management and route origin advertisement/authentication solution for BGP security. We designed the BGPcoin system consisting of a smart contract-based resource assignment attestation and a blockchain-based dependable repository infrastructure. We demonstrated through an extensive analysis that the deployment incentives and increased security are technically and economically viable.
Future works: We are working on a systematic implementation of BGPcoin in a practical scenario with the Quagga Secure Routing Extension [41] Routers and some critical performance measurements including the real-time update speed from the BGPcoin blockchain to BGP border routers, as well as exploring how securely a partial and incremental deployment of BGPcoin protects the Internet BGP system. Author Contributions: Q.X. contributed to the design of the ideas, the analysis of the results and the writing of the paper. B.W. and X.W. proofread the paper. 
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